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SANDY LANE, ROSE OF SHARON

Saint James, Barbados

Immerse yourself in the epitome of luxury at Rose of Sharon, a stunning six-bedroom villa perched atop

the prestigious Sandy Lane Estate. This exquisite retreat offers an unforgettable escape for large groups of

friends or families seeking an unparalleled vacation experience in the heart of Barbados.

Unwind in the villa's two beautifully appointed buildings: the main house boasting four ensuite bedrooms

and the guest cottage providing an additional two ensuite bedrooms. Each room is a haven of tranquillity,

adorned with elegant furnishings and bathed in natural light, ensuring a restful retreat after a day of

exploring the island's treasures.

Step outside into a tropical paradise: Lush gardens envelop the property, leading to an expansive open-air

deck overlooking a serene natural gully. A large swimming pool beckons with its refreshing waters, while

the spacious sun deck provides an idyllic spot for sunbathing and relaxation.

Indulge in a world of pampering and convenience: A full complement of staff caters to your every need,

ensuring a seamless and stress-free stay. Stay fit in the on-site fitness room, or retreat to the private office

for uninterrupted work or study.

Unwind in exclusivity at the Sandy Lane Property Owners Beach Club: Enjoy complimentary beach

loungers and umbrellas as you soak up the sun on one of the most exclusive beach facilities on the island.

Sip on a refreshing rum punch as you gaze out at the mesmerizing Caribbean Sea, watching the stars

emerge as dusk descends.

Rose of Sharon is more than just a villa; it's an embodiment of luxury, tranquillity, and unforgettable

memories. Contact our reservations team today at info@realtorslimited.com or +1-246-537-6930 to secure

your booking and embark on an extraordinary journey to Barbados.
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Rental Rates

Summer Rates:  $1,500 US /night 

Yes
Name:

Realtors Luxury Villa 

Rentals

Telephone: +1 (246) 537-6930WhatsApp: +1 (246) 832-0087

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  House

Bedrooms:  6

Bathrooms:  6

Listed:  23 Nov 2023
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